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The crisis we face

Cost of education 

Prices by publishers

Student income

Library budgets

Traditional learning models

Print-centric pedagogy
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“OER are teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released under an 

intellectual property license that permits their free use and re-purposing by others. Open educational resources 

include full courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and any other tools, 

materials, or techniques used to support access to knowledge.”

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

Open educational resources

https://hewlett.org/strategy/open-education/
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What I’ve learnt not to do

• Presuming “open = self-evident good”

• Reliance on “free access” rhetoric

• Grand appeals to raw altruism

• Trying to say too much, all at once

• Bull in a China shop 

• Blind enthusiasm:

• “Mistakes have been made on this path, particularly one where the enthusiasm of library staff for open data inadvertently 
alienated some researchers who interpreted this as an attempt to take control of their data and make it public without their 
consent. This was never the intention of the tool or the library, so clearly the message and approach was flawed.”
(Groenewegen, 2017)

https://doi.org/10.1080/13614533.2017.1336637
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Lost in translation:
talking past each other

We want to communicate Stakeholders may hear

Research impact Commercialisation. Patents. Industry.

Research support Monetary support. Grants.

Quality Prestige. Reputable commercial publishers.

Open access Predatory. $3000 that I don’t have. Low quality.

Openly license your work Reputational risk. Stealing my stuff. 

Open educational resources That library thing about free textbooks
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Trojan 
horse?
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Can anthropology help us?

“Making the strange familiar and the familiar strange” 

(Scheib, 2020)

https://socialsci.libretexts.org/Courses/HACC_Central_Pennsylvania's_Community_College/ANTH_205%3A_Cultures_of_the_World_-_Perspectives_on_Culture_(Scheib)/04%3A_Methods_and_Fieldwork/4.02%3A_Making_the_Strange_Familiar_and_the_Familiar_Strange
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Making the strange familiar and the 
familiar strange

Status quo Change to OER

Familiarity Fear

Consensus Precarity

Tradition Risk

Favourite publishers Learning copyright

Safe Time investment

Stable Unfamiliar

Easy Courage
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Is it enough to “speak the language”?

• It’s a good start

• But we must recognise and engage in real world practices / lifeworlds

• We are all the sum of our experiences and environment, and so any interaction is based on a complicated 
interchange of experiences, values, beliefs (Bronfenbrenner, 1979)

• Forms of life and linguistic communities (Tonner, 2017)
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Benevolent infiltration

• From liaison to immersion

• Benevolent infiltration: inhabit spaces outside the library lifeworld

• Library folk in the wild!

• Deeply understand the internal agendas and horizons of our stakeholders

• Presence at faculty meetings and representation on committees
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Listen. Link. Lead.

I’m here to talk about open access  here’s why free access for the world is good  license your work OA/OER

Listen. Link. Lead. (Fullan and Scott, 2009)

LISTEN to struggles & pain points  LINK to positive changes enabled by OER  LEAD by facilitating action
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Listen. Link. Lead. 

Listen Link Lead

Writing content from scratch for 
this new course is so exhausting! 

Save time – avoid reinventing the 
wheel

Adopt an OER. Let’s search for one 
together on Open Textbook Library

I feel for the students who lost 
their jobs because of COVID 

Reduce cost of education to 
support student equity

Let’s build a Zero Textbook Costs 
curriculum. OER are free

I wish there was an Australian 
textbook for this topic

Localise an existing U.S. textbook 
you like

Here’s how you can use the Creative 
Commons license to modify it

Our courses could do better in 
terms of accessibility

Expand accessibility for all – make 
all resources screen-reader 
friendly

PressBooks publishes OER into multiple 
formats including ePUB

My students are so disengaged Challenge students by activating 
intrinsic motivations

Design an assessment task where 
students co-create and publish an OER

Student feedback said the 
readings weren’t relevant enough

Align the readings with your way 
of teaching the course

Create your own resource using our 
Library OER publishing service
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Make education accessible
Reduce cost barriers to equitable 

learning. OER levels the playing field 

Meaningful innovation & engagement
New ways of challenging students via 

co-creation. Participatory student 
engagement. Not passive consumption

Save time
Don’t reinvent the wheel! Adopt 
existing content to support your 
course

Lifelong learning
Students can return to resources 
after graduation in their 
workplaces and communities

Flexible, modular resources
Easily update content. Keep pace with 

the changing world. Customise content

SC
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Scaffolding
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 Reducing costs for students – textbook affordability 

 Equity and accessibility for all

 Access

 Do you have resource selection processes and criteria?

 Adopt an OER as is

Basic scaffolding:
Level 1
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 From OER to OEP - resources to practices, e.g. assessment

 Adapt/modify and localise existing OER 

 Assessing quality and suitability of resources

Intermediate scaffolding:
Level 2
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 Openly license your work to be adapted by others

 Co-create open textbooks with students

 Build an OER community of practice

Advanced scaffolding: 
Level 3
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More strategies

 OER sandwich

 Advocacy from above AND from the grassroots

 Real life OER case studies featuring academic peers

 Testimonials by students

 Leverage champions

 Show the actual OER to them – less abstract. Big conversation starter.

 Persistence

 Easy wins – targeting disciplines 

 Don’t go it alone. It’s an All-of-Library thing.
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 Once you’ve made your pitch, you will encounter both legitimate and illegitimate concerns/fears about OER

 Calmly address these in an evidence-based way. Be intellectually rigorous and do your research.

OER mythbusting 101

OER are lower quality. 
They’re free, after all. You get what you pay for!

• Let’s clarify what we mean by “quality” – this powerful OER thought 
experiment can help us

• Studies demonstrate students who use OER perform the same or 
better than their peers (Fischer et al, 2015 & Colvard et al, 2018)

• There are high-quality OER and low-quality OER, just as there are 
high/low quality commercial resources

• OpenStax textbooks are an example of peer-reviewed, highly 
current, and widely used OER collections

If I openly license my work, my reputation will be at risk. 
People will adapt and create works that I don’t want my name 
to.
Others will steal my work and I won’t get credit.

• Safeguards against reputational risk are embedded in all CC licenses
• Attribution is required. Any attribution which suggests that you 

endorse the views of the reuser are prohibited.
• There are established records of legal enforcement against reusers

who violate the terms of open licenses
• Any changes to your original work must be indicated by reusers

https://opencontent.org/blog/archives/2947
https://doi.org/10.1007/s12528-015-9101-x
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ1184998
https://creativecommons.org/2020/04/21/academic-publications-under-no-derivatives-licenses-is-misguided/
https://labs.creativecommons.org/caselaw/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode
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 Beyond persuasion  platforms and funding

 Enable changes in practices, concrete calls to action

 Infrastructure

– Invest in OER PD and staffing: specialist roles

– Grants 

– Government funding

– OER publishing platforms e.g. La Trobe eBureau, PressBooks

– Australasian OER repository

The long view – OEP infrastructure 
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 Trojan horse 

 Be systematic: write a communications plan

 CAUL Modern Curriculum project: OER Advocacy

 What does success look like? 

Final musings
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Attributions
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Parking spot

• Evidence on OER

• Comms plans. Thinking deeply about target audience. Messaging. Concerns. When. Why. Which channels.

• More concrete examples

• Any examples of small things growing into something big

• Lots of take-aways

• OER vs open access

• Narrative

• Metaphor

• Language

• Theory

• Clever

• Intellectual rigor both for us and students 
generic/empty concepts. Show that this is a real movement backed by research.

• Forms of life – linguistic communities – cite Wittgenstein 


